Integrated Intelligent Transport System
In the news
Gujarat trumps Delhi in smart traffic
Ahmedabad is poised to beat the capital in its implementation of an intelligent transport
system. Four boards will give information on the number of vehicles on a road, the
average speed, whether there are diversions, etc.
– The Times of India

New system to ease traffic jams introduced in Ahmedabad
The project will use message boards placed along the road that displays real-time traffic
status and will also suggest alternate routes to travellers.
– The Indian Express

Gujarat Launches Pilot Project on Intelligent Traffic System
The project will use 14 cameras based traffic sensors and 4 VMS boards to gather, infer
and disseminate real time traffic information.
– The Economic Times

A Zero-Sum Fix for Traffic
True to its reputation as an innovator and developer of applications, Zero-Sum has gone
from street level upwards
– The Civil Society
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The Problem of

Traffic Congestion
India added 3.22 million passenger vehicles on to its roads in 2014-15, but its roads and infrastructure
have been unable to keep pace with the growth of vehicles, leading to an acute traffic congestion
problem, causing issues such as:

Economic Loss
As per a study conducted by the Traffic Corporation of India and IIM Calcutta,
India loses close to about Rs. 60,000 crore (approx. USD 9 Billion) every year due
to traffic congestion fuel wastage, slow speed of freight vehicles, high waiting
times at toll plazas, etc.

Improving the state of Road Infrastructure
Creation of more roads that are wide and of good quality can help in dealing with
the increasing flow of vehicles onto the country's roads. But this is also a highly
capital intensive and time-consuming process.

A fully automated and integrated Intelligent Transport System (ITS) that can help in end-to-end
surveillance, traffic management, and display in perfect coordination is the need of the hour. Such a
system is already a key focus area for the Indian Government, which has included it as a key component
under its '100 Smart Cities' and 'ATAL Mission Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT)'
program.

safety
India has one of the highest frequencies of traffic related collisions in the world. As
per WHO's “Global Road Safety Report 2015”, India is at the bottom of the index
when it comes to traffic safety, with an estimate of 207,551 deaths on roads in
2015.

Solution Overview

Japanese ITS Technology
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and Services refer to the integration of information and
communication technologies with transport infrastructure to improve traffic management, economic
performance, safety, mobility and environmental sustainability for the benefit of a country's citizens.
The key functions of the ITS solution include:

Collect Traffic Information
Collection of traffic information from Automatic Traffic Counter & Classifier
(ATCC) and various road-based data capture equipment, probe data from
vehicles and mobile phone.

need of

Process Traffic Information

The hour
The most obvious solutions to the problem of traffic congestion are:

Modernizing and Creating New Forms of Public Transport
The problem of traffic congestion can be tackled if the public transport system is
made more robust and modern. Initiatives such as the Delhi Metro are laudable
steps in this direction, however, construction of such systems is highly expensive,
time consuming and disruptive.

Information processing to understand traffic flow and come up with
suggestions that can aid commuters to reduce congestion, and optimization
of limited road capacity.

Information Provision
Displaying the information and suggestions to commuters in an easy to
understand and convenient fashion.

Customizing the Solution for India

system Components

Zero-Sum ITS (ZSITS)

ZSITS uses several technologically advanced components in its execution:

Information Collection (Big Data Collection)

ZSITS has customized the solution to integrate perfectly with existing legacy systems using minimal
effort and learning curve. Some of these customization features are:

ZSITS uses the following technologies for collection of traffic (big) data:

Integrated and Automated Solution
End to end traffic data capture, processing and display with minimal human intervention.

Automatic Traffic Counter & Classifier (ATCC)

Mobile Communication Technology

Camera based sensor devices that identify the count of vehicles, speed,
occupancy and the type of vehicles passing over roads.

Dual fiber and mobile network based communication network to minimize outages.

Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV)

Scalability and Integration

State of the art IP based camera traffic monitoring system.

The solution is scalable and can be integrated with existing / legacy ITS solutions like signaling
systems, surveillance cameras, BRTS and METRO, etc.

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
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Unique Advertising Model
First of its kind advertising model through which advertisements on the display boards
generate revenues for system maintenance activities.

Vehicle mounted Sensors and Probes
The system can also capture cloud sourced traffic information from vehicles that
are fitted with GPS devices/probes. This medium is then integrated with the core
sensor based traffic gathering mechanism to provide a detailed traffic mapping.
This is also an effective way of gathering traffic information from peripheral roads
and other less used roads which cannot have camera based sensors.

System

Architecture
The ZSITS's Intelligent Transport System works on the basic principle of collecting traffic congestion
information through advanced camera based sensors and GPS devices, analyzing this information
automatically over a cloud based system, and displaying analyzed information, such as alternate routes
through a network and system of easily visible digital screens or other third party mediums to solve the
problem of traffic congestion.
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Flood Detection and Warning Systems
These can be used to provide flood warning on roads or in areas that are prone to
flooding , so as to warn commuters in advance
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Traffic Information capture
through traffic sensors and
data transmission boxes

Mass surveillance method that uses optical character recognition on images to
read number plates.

Traffic data analysis by cloud
based traffic control center that
minimizes physical infrastructure

Traffic data can also be
delivered to mobile
phones through apps

Automated barriers allow traffic
and entry regulation mechanisms
to minimize traffic snarls
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Real time location and
speed data capture through
GPS Taxi and Mobile Probes

Additional traffic data
can be manually
entered

Large VMS boards display
traffic information and
generate revenue through
advertisement display,
traffic data can also be
delivered to mobile phones
through apps

Information Processing & Dissemination (Big Data processing)
Once the traffic information (big data) has been collected, it is processed and
analyzed:

Cloud based Control Center
The system uses custom software developed by Zero-Sum Japan that is based
on the cloud and is capable of providing real-time traffic information to third
parties such as VMS boards and the traffic police through tablet computers. It
requires no physical infrastructure or maintenance, and is easily scalable and
capable of integration with other systems and applications.

Unified Viewing Screen
Provides a unified access view of the traffic feed, average speed on roads,
roadblocks and congestion, and other related traffic information on an easy to
understand map-based UI for the authorities to get a bird's eye view of the entire
traffic scenario.

Smart Phone Applications
The solution can also provide traffic information that can be fed into third party
applications and in turn also receive traffic information from such application to
integrate with the core traffic engine.

Navigation Applications
ZSITS can also provide its customized navigation applications with traffic
information to its users. These application feature the latest in navigation
technology including, 3D Maps, voice guidance in English and Hindi, Junction
view and traffic layer.

Traffic Enforcement and Control Solutions
The solution also includes a number of hardware based components that can
help in the enforcement of traffic rules and control congestion situations, such
as:

Traffic Bar
AD

Variable Message Sign (VMS) Systems
For information dissemination, the system uses LED based screens for displaying
key traffic related information at key locations:

These are blockage gates that can be used on roads that are highly
crowded and on which traffic entry or exit points need to be controlled,
and let commutes not to come to flooded underpass.

Digital VMS Boards

Red Light Violation Detection (RLVD) Systems

These huge 22 feet * 9 feet boards are installed at key traffic intersection
points to display key information regarding routes or warnings. Visible
from over 500 meters, these full color LED boards contain brightness
sensors to optimize electricity consumption, and also have stabilizers and
inverter technology to tackle tricky power situations in India. These boards
have been additionally customized to operate at high temperatures and in
humid conditions common in Indian cities. Other standard LED boards are
incapable of working in these conditions.

These highly advanced systems can track vehicles that violate red
lights and other traffic rules so that control can be maintained.

Mobile VMS
These are digital LED boards mounted on vehicles, which offer excellent
mobility and are ideal in case of displaying messages regarding road
closure or repairs.

Upgrade of Legacy ITS Solutions
Most Government bodies are burdened with legacy traffic control systems that
are not integrated and may not be able to address the fast changing traffic
scenario in the country. ZSITS, on the other hand, can integrate with and help in
upgrading the legacy solutions to provide information for city planning or
resource allocation activities.

system
India's first
Components
fully automated ITS Implementation

in Ahmedabad by ZSITS

ZSITS uses several technologically advanced components in its execution:
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Company Overview

Sensing
Infrastructure

Cloud
Intelligence

Zero-Sum ITS Solutions India Pvt. Ltd., is a
subsidiary of Zero-Sum, Ltd., Japan that was
incorporated for the development and
implementation of intelligent transport and
traffic solutions that are customized for the
Indian subcontinent. We bring to India the
latest in ITS technology through our strategic
partnership with Japan's most experienced
ITS provider – Nagoya Electric Works Co. Ltd.,
which has over 60 years of experience in the
ITS sector. Our execution model based upon
the use of cloud based control center
technology enables us to complete
implementations with less turnaround time
and avoid deployment of manned personnel,
enabling more optimized resource allocation
of city resources and manpower.

Information
Collection
(BigChikara
Data Collection)
In the year 2011,
our Managing
Director Mr.
Kikuchi, happened to meet the then Chief Minister
of Gujarat, Shri
Narendra
Modi
who pointed
out the problem
of increasing
congestion in Gujarat
ZSITS
uses the
following
technologies
for collection
of traffictraffic
(big) data:
and the need to address this immediately. Consecutive meetings with the Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation and Ahmedabad Traffic Police laid way for the idea of implementing a fully automated ITS
Automatic
Traffic Counter
Classifier
system with self-sustainable
maintenance
model as a&
pilot
project. (ATCC)
Camera based sensor devices that identify the count of vehicles, speed,
With funding aid fromoccupancy
JICA (Japan
Cooperation
Agency)
( Nov. 2013 - Jun. 2015), the
andInternational
the type of vehicles
passing
over roads.
solution was launched on 10th October 2014 to a tremendous response from the public road users.
Traffic information isClosed-Circuit
being shown onto
Variable (CCTV)
Message Sign boards at key junctions, with
Television
approximate travel time and congestion information. Police can remotely monitor the information and
State of the art IP based camera traffic monitoring system.
add their inputs through tablet computers.
NumberisPlate
(ANPR)
Post Implementation,Automatic
the entire solution
beingRecognition
managed without
any charge to Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation
or
Ahmedabad
Traffic
Police
due
to
the
self-sustainability
of the
Mass surveillance method that uses optical character recognition
on project
images by
to
DL 2416
displaying commercial
advertisements
on fifty percent screen space of the Variable Message Sign
read
number plates.
Boards. The success of this project has now encouraged Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation to expand
mounted
and
Probes
the solution onto theVehicle
most flagship
road ofSensors
Ahmedabad,
the
'Riverfront Road'.
The system can also capture cloud sourced traffic information from vehicles that
are fitted with GPS devices/probes. This medium is then integrated with the core
sensor based traffic gathering mechanism to provide a detailed traffic mapping.
This is also an effective way of gathering traffic information from peripheral roads
and other less used roads which cannot have camera based sensors.

Flood Detection and Warning Systems
These can be used to provide flood warning on roads or in areas that are prone to
flooding , so as to warn commuters in advance

Our solutions are also available for
deployment through various customized
Traffic data analysis by cloud
business models including outright purchases
based traffic control center that
like EPC (Engineering, Purchase and
minimizes physical infrastructure
Construction), PPP (Public Private
Partnership), revenue sharing, advertisement
monetization or other schemes. We aim at
building world-class traffic infrastructure in
India through our traffic solutions that will
enable easy integration of multi-modal
transportation, navigation, automated driving
and traffic management into a seamless
offering to the road users, enabling India's
Additional traffic data
goal of building world-class smart cities.
can be manually
entered
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Sharing
& Revenue

Traffic data can also be
delivered to mobile
phones through apps

Automated barriers allow traffic
and entry regulation mechanisms
to minimize traffic snarls
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Large VMS boards display
traffic information and
generate revenue through
advertisement display,
traffic data can also be
delivered to mobile phones
through apps

“Neat, Quiet, Calm
traffic management system”
Smt. D.Thara
Municipal Commissioner of Ahmedabad
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Incident Management
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Mobile Communication

“They completed the project
5 months before”
Mr. Harikrishna Patel
Additional Commissioner,
Traffic Police Ahmedabad
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Benefits

Delivered
1

Pre-trip information
Travelers get information about the transportation system and traffic status before they
begin their trip so that they are capable of making more informed decisions regarding
their time of departure, mode of use and route to take to their destinations.
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En-route driver information

3

Traffic Control
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Advanced camera based traffic sensors, data processors and communication
technologies are used to identify incidents quickly and accurately so as to take up
actionable responses by the Police immediately with shorter response time, which
minimizes traffic congestion and the effects of these incidents on the environment and
the movement of people and goods. Solution also provides Traffic Police and civic
authorities the option to display emergency information that cannot be gathered
through incident detection systems, manually onto the variable message sign boards,
e.g. road closure information, VIP movement, disaster information or other emergency
information such as riot/social unrest etc.

Uses mobile communication technology removing the need for digging and laying out
of communication lines as well as removing the reliance on fixed line based networks
which can be unreliable.

Unique Revenue Model
Project was implemented with minimum disruption and maximum utilization of existing
municipality infrastructure, to ensure lowest implementation costs. The project also
features a unique revenue model where the support costs are paid through revenue
generated by digital advertisements on the VMS Boards. The advertising model is
based on slot pricing and allows advertisers to deploy unique and engaging ad
campaigns in multiple formats.

Customized Display Boards
The VMS boards used as a part of the project for display of traffic information and ads
have been customized as per India's unique requirements. The boards are strategically
placed to be visible to road users from 500 meters distance, and also contain built in
power backup and brightness controls to ensure optimal power consumption and
uninterrupted operation.

Travelers are provided travel related information en-route after they start their trips
through variable message sign boards (VMS), car radio, or smart phones. This allows
drivers to plan their trips on the fly.

This service collects the real time data from the transportation system, processes it into
usable information, and uses it to determine the optimum assignment of right-of-way to
vehicles and pedestrians. This helps in improving the flow of traffic by giving preference
to transit and other high occupancy vehicles or by adjusting the signal timing to current
traffic conditions. The information collected by the Traffic Control service is also
disseminated for use by many other user services.

“An innovative and fascinating idea
from private sector”

“Ahmedabad can also be remembered
for establishing and operating an
effective ITS System in India”

Mr. Shinya Ejima

Mr. Akio Isomata

Ex-Chief Representative JICA India

Minister, Embassy of Japan in India

